Risk Assessment and Planning
Imprado guides you and selected employees through an exercise to catalog and assess the
risks facing your organization, and then works with your team to develop plans to avoid or
mitigate damage from those that are most important. Often this includes an examination of
compliance with laws and regulations, such as HIPAA.

Benefits to You
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a logical structure to organize the risks you face and assess their importance.
Helps you to focus on issues you can control and plan for the most important possibilities
that you can’t control.
Gives you peace of mind.
Makes your policies and procedures more valuable.
Provides starting point for designing effective internal controls.
Enables risk mitigation and informs good corporate governance.

What We Do
•
•

•

•

•

Catalog risks based on experience and industry best practices.
Interview you and selected employees to add risks specific to your business to the list. If
you are uncertain regarding your business or policy environment, Imprado can provide
research on these topics.
Use a combination of interviews, group sessions and documentation review to:
• Assess the probability and impact of each risk, identify existing avoidance and
mitigation measures and prioritize the need for further measures.
Provide you with a report that includes an overall assessment of your current risk
situation and recommendations for actions you may consider to further control for risks.
This includes simple inexpensive measures (i.e. changes to policies and procedures) as
well as information to support cost-benefit decisions on more involved measures (i.e.
insurance, physical security and IT system changes).
Support you in implementing selected measures as desired.
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